points, into the edge xy of B. Then T is an interior transformation. In fact T is a local homeomorphism which is 2 to 1.
Since A is a planar graph, whereas B is non-planar (B is, in fact, one of the two well known Kuratowski primitive skew curves), clearly A contains no subset homeomorphic with B. Incidentally this example shows that planarity is not an interior property (that is, it is not invariant under interior transformations).
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ON THE TRANSFORMATION GROUP FOR DIABOLIC MAGIC SQUARES OF ORDER FOUR*
BARKLEY ROSSER AND R. J. WALKER This paper concerns only magic squares of order four, and all statements of the paper are to be construed as applying only to magic squares of order four. Note that if one starts at any element and moves two elements along any diagonal, one always stops at the same element regardless of the direction of the diagonal. Two elements so situated will here be called antipodal.
PROOF. Add together the first and the third rows, then add the first and third columns, and the diagonals a, ƒ, k y p and a, n,k,h\ and subtract the diagonals e, b, 0, /; i, ƒ, ci, p\ m,j, g, d\ and i, n, c, h. This gives a + k = 17. By use of transformations C and D, this proof can be applied to any pair of antipodal elements.
By use of these two theorems, one can readily see that a diabolic magic square remains diabolic if subjected to the following transformation :
E. The transformation of (1) By applying C, B, and ^4 successively to this we get the square that would result from putting 6 = 12. Thus all diabolic magic squares can be obtained from the one shown by successive applications of A, B, C, D, and E. = Z} 4 = .E 3 = the identical transformation. These relations were obtained by inspection and can be easily verified. By means of (a) (4), and e = e (3). Hence the order of the group generated by 4., B, C, D, and E is 2X4X4X4X3 = 384.* As each transformation is a permutation of the sixteen elements of the square, different transformations cannot yield the same square. So there are 384 diabolic magic squares.
This theorem disagrees with the result of D. N. Lehmer, A census of squares of order 4, magic in rows, columns, and diagonals, this Bulletin, vol. 39 (1933) , p. 981. Lehmer's count was 48. It is easy to see the source of Lehmer's error. Lehmer found all squares which were normalized with respect to certain transformations, R, S, T, and U, and picked out the diabolic ones. However, Lehmer's transformation U destroys diabolism, thus certain of his normalized squares which are not diabolic give rise to diabolic squares when operated on by U. Hence Lehmer missed these squares in his count.
The present count was checked against Frenicle's list of magic squares. In so doing, we discovered the following startling result:
If there are two antipodal elements of a magic square of order four which add up to 17, then the magic square is diabolic.
The defining conditions of a magic square plus the single condition that a particular pair of antipodal elements add up to 17 give ten independent equations in the sixteen elements of the square, as contrasted with twelve independent equations arising from the defining conditions for a diabolic magic square. That the two sets of equations are equivalent is due to the diophantine condition that the elements must be 1, 2, • • -, 16 in some order. * H. S. M. Coxeter has suggested that this group may be isomorphic with the symmetry group of the Cartesian frame in four dimensions, as the two groups are of the same order. That this is so can be shown as follows. The elements Ri-ABCE, R 2 =AB*D, IU = BCE, R*=AB, will generate our group, since A =i?ii? 3 , £ = i?ii? 3 i? 4 , C' = RiRsRiRiRiRz, D = i? 3 i? 4 i? 8 i?2, E = RiR 3 R 2 Rs f as may be verified by the relations (a)-(o). The R t satisfy the relations R? = (RiR*) 2 = (RiR*) 2 = (R2R4) 2 = (RiR*)* = CR2-R3) 3 = (RsRi) 4 -1, hence our group is a factor group of the above mentioned symmetry group (Coxeter, Journal of the London Mathematical Society, vol. 10 (1935), pp. 21-25) . The group in question is designated by [3
